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The manuscript  presents and discusses the data on quantity and quality of suspended
matter, including its organic fraction, in the Lena River main channel in its middle and
lower sections, and in the deltaic section. The manuscript has logical structure, is clearly
written, presents novel data and adds to the discussion on the fate of particulate organic
matter at the interface between the river and the sea. Two major points arise from the
endmember modeling of the POC isotopic signatures : an important contribution from
phytoplancton in both riverine and deltaic sections, and a noticeable input from the Ice
Complex deposits in the Lena Delta region. The manuscript text needs to be more focused
on these two findings, and if the authors think I have omitted any other important
aspects, these aspects also need to be clearly framed and put forward. Notably, the
‘Discussion’ section of the manuscript needs to be centered around these major findings ;
it is vague and uninspiring in its present form. Certain sections of this Discussion section,
i.e. subsections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, are quite detached from hydrologic reality. The
comparison with ArcticGRO data makes a large part of discussion, while the discussion is
usually self-sufficient and mostly relies on the newly presented data. I would suggest a
separate section named ‘Comparison with previously published datasets’ for this
discussion rather than spreading them across different sections.

Overall, I recommend a moderate revision of this manuscript with re-review. The revision
might affect, first and foremost, the Discusson section, in what is related to regional
hydrology, and better framing the major conclusions. By-line comments are available in
the attached pdf.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: 
https://bg.copernicus.org/preprints/bg-2022-183/bg-2022-183-RC3-supplement.pdf
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